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Abraham Lincoln - on George Washington
Why do we say “2-bits” ?
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Q?  

Any questions on what we discussed last week ?



 The REAL First Eight Presidents
 Implements of the Colonial Period
 The Peace Symbol - why ?
“Grid Iron” (fireplace utensil or football field ?)   
“Sleep Tight, Don’t let the Bed-Bug Bite”
  The Wisdom of Mark Twain’s “Two Days”
  Michelangelo's ONLY Signed Work - why ?
  The Michelangelo / Rockwell Connection
  Ghiberti’s “Gates of Paradise” - why ?

Covered last week…..



Q?  

Did anyone get over to Vassar’s Taylor Hall to visit the Ghiberti doors ?
  
                                            Comments to share ?

and now for today ……….
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For today:
-  the 6 most requested            
-  * my picks…..
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*
*
*

Notice a few additions to the list, as it continues to grow…..;

for today, time permitting……



  

  The Rich and Wealthy: “New” vs “Old” Money
  Why do we say “2-bits” ?
  Thinking “Out of the Box”
“The Cat’s Out of the Bag”
  Why is “Love” a score in Tennis ?
  Why do we say “OK” ?

For today:
-    the 6 most requested            
-  * my picks…..

*  My Picks:
 “Flash in the Pan”  
 “Lock, Stock, and Barrel” 
   Don’t Go Off “Half-Cocked”
 “Eating “High on the Hog” 
 “Bringing Home the Bacon”
 “Chewing the Fat”   

 Most Requested:

…plus any others we have time for;  we’ll probably run out of time before completing the full list in only 4 weeks, so if you really have some favorites not yet covered, get 
those choices in to me.  We should have time for all the personal selections… but only if you let me know what they are.  Thanks to those of you who have already sent in 
their choices.     Still time for you others to vote ….



      We’ll be sharing a few Show and Tells in class 
Tuesday. The back of each has some descriptive 
info some of you will find of interest, so, to let you 
take your time to read them, if so inclined, here 
they are in advance so we can keep the items 
moving when in class to let all get a look at 
them…..

The hand outs have to do with weapons of the Revolutionary War era, and a few expressions that arose as a result………….

                   First, a look at the gun “lock”, or trigger assembly:



Barrel   

The is the “gun lock”.  The item here noted as the “hammer” was then called the “cock”.  It held the flint which, when striking the steel “frizzen” produced a spark that ignited the powder 
in the “pan”. That ignition would send a flame thru the vent hole into the barrel, where the gunpowder ignited,  sending the musket ball on its way to the target.

    It had three positions, “fired”, ready to fire (“cocked”), or ready to reload (“half cocked”). 





Barrel   

    A hole in the barrel at the pan location (the “vent hole”) then permitted that explosion to ignite the gunpowder in the barrel, sending the musket ball on its way to the 
target.    

    Here’s what the cartridge looked like:






and here again, a cross section look:



Factoid: Holding the gun in one hand and the cartridge in the other, gave you no way to tear open the paper to load your gun.  You had to rip the top open with your teeth, leading to an 
interesting physical requirement for soldiers of the day:  you had to have a minimum of two teeth that mated top and bottom so you could rip it open with your hands already fully 
involved.            Preloaded cartridges were carried in a leather cartridge case………



Cartridge Case

(a real one, from those days !)



The British Brown Bess had a barrel with a 3/4” diameter, or 0.75 caliber (inches). In order to load more easily, the ball size used had to be smaller to fit inside it…(here 
shown to be 0.69 caliber).



I disagree here as to the accuracy of a musket.  Not at all 100 yards;  much more like 50 yards, but with “massed fire”, 100 or more men shooting, you were bound to hit 
something before charging in to finish the battle with your bayonet.   Much more deadly,  because it required no “reloading”.

   Factoid: the 10 lb weight was the same as the WWII M-1 rifle. Somethings never change !



Changing flints when NOT fighting was, of course, preferable.  Wait for a break in the action, then make that switch out.



got flint ?

Flints had to be replaced periodically.  Some lasted 400 shots, some only four !!   You needed to carry extras with you into battle.



From the exterior, rifles and muskets looked very similar, but internally, the barrels were very different.  Muskets were smooth (“smooth bore”), while rifles had a series of 
spiral grooves machined inside them,  a “rifled bore”, which imparted a stabilizing spin to the ball as it traveled the length of the bore before exiting.

  Here are examples of rifling used today…….



“Rifling” spirals



    Many rifles used smaller, 0.39cal, balls than that shown here.  Lighter balls went further, and required less gunpower to be effective.  Gunpowder was expensive for 
these backwoodsman farmers of the day !







See you all Tuesday.     
Any questions or inputs then or by email beforehand….. 

and, if not already submitted, look at the list of topics  
and let me know your top picks for class…. 

Until then, 

Happy Mother’s Day


